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1-iiiASUES THEORETIC ZERO SETS IN INFINITE DH<iENSI0NAL
SPACES AND APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIABILITY OF LIPSCHITZ MAPPINGS.
Jens Peter Reus Christensen

In the first part of the present paper we discuss with
out proof some results which has appeared with full proof

m [33.
In the second part we show how our concept of zero set
can he applied to the differentiability theory of Lipschitz
mappings between separable Frechet spaces.This work is in
dependent and simultaneous to some closely related work
by

P. Mankiewicz

(see £5 ^) .Although our zero sets were

not known by Mankiewicz he has so much information about
the sets of differentiability that the overlapping between
his work and ours is considerable.We feel that the zero set
concept allow a more natural approach and in any case our
results gives a very strong motivation for the measure theo
retic zero sets.
In the definition of the measure theoretic zero sets
and the proofs of some of their fundamental properties we
only need that our separable Prechet space A

is an abelian

topological group which is separable and admit an invari
ant complete metric

d.

For this reason we consider in the sequel an abelian Po
lish group

&)

.Or is metrizable and therefore ad

mit an invariant metric
Let

ACS

d

which is automatically complete.

be a universally measurable set.By our defini29
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tion

A

measure

is a Haar zero set if there exist a probabilityu

on

G such that

^A*

u

= 0

^

3 a i s

testing

measure,, is of course in no reasonable sense unique).The
above equality is equivalent with the requirement that
every translate of A

is a zero set for the measure

u .

It is easily seen using the Pubini theorem that in the
special case where

G

is locally compact our definition

gives exactly the zero sets for the Haar measure

(see £ 3 j ) •

Therefore we call our zero sets Haar zero sets or simply
zero sets if no confusion is likely to arise.An essential
difference between the Haar zero sets and the topological
zero sets

(first category sets) is that the topological

zero sets only depends on the topology while the Haar zero
sets depends both on the topology and the group structure.
Although there are some strong analogies between these two
zero set concepts they are disjoint even in the locally
compact case.
If u
A

and

is a
v

is a

then we see
a

testing measure,, for the Haar zero set
,,testing measure,, for the zero set

(using the Pubini theorem) that

,,testing measure,, for

u*-v

B

is

Al/B .This shows that a finite

union of zero sets is a zero set.Using the completeness of
the group

G

and a slight modification of this argument

it can be shown that a countable union of zero sets is a
zero set (see £3j >Th. 1 ) .
let

A,BCG

be universally measurable sets.We define

F(A,B)=£g6G / (g+A)OB
30

is not a Haar zero set}.
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Then

F(A,B)

is always open in

G (possibly

empty) (see (j£J ,lh.2).
If A

is a universally measurable set in G

is not a Haar zero set then
we conclude that

A-A

0€F(A,A) .Since

which

F(A,A)CA-A

is a neighbourhood.This shows that

in the non locally compact case every compact set is a Haar
zero set.In the non locally compact case therefore there
does not exist any probability measure
Haar zero set is a zero set for u
set for u

u

such that every

or such that every zero

is a Haar zero set.

We now shift our attention to a separable Prechet space
A .It is easy to prove that every analytic hyperplane
in A

H

is closed.It does not seem to be known whether or not

every universally measurable hyperplan

H

is closed.Of co

urse it follows from the preceding results that a universal
ly measurable hyperplane
H-H=H

H

is a Haar zero set (otherwise

would be open).Therefore the problem is the measure

theoretic analogue to the

(also open) problem whether or

not every first category hyperplane is closed.These problems
seems to be of the same degree of difficulty.Of course it
is not trivial that there exist hyperplanes which are not
universally measurable.Roughly speaking the following re
sult shows that

,,almost every,, hyperplane is not univer

sally measurable (in a similar sense

,,almost every,, hy

perplane is of the second category).The proof is an adapta
tion of an argument shown to the author by
31

W.Roelcke

.
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i€l)
separable Prechet space

"be an algebraic "basis for the
A

and let

b^ be the coeffici-

ent functionals.Then at most finitely many of the hyperplanes

H^bT

A

1

(0) are universally measurable (see |$],Th.5).

function

f:A — B

spaces is called
norm
A

c

on B

where

C

Q

> 0

p

on

such that
p (x-y)

q

Q

f

weakly locally Lipschitz if for every

and every continuous seminorm
neighbourhood

U

of

a

q
and

q> a
nuous seminorm on A with
q(f(x)-f(y)) < C

all

are Prechet

x,y€ A •

We call

The

B

there exist a continuous seminorm

c(f(x)-f(y)) £ C

for all

and

Lipschitz if for every continuous semi-

and a constant

for all

A

p

on
C

3

a gA

there exist a

> 0, p„
contiq>a
Q. > «•
n

(x-y)

x,y€U q, d •
Prechet space

Lipschitz mappings

A

is a Radon Nikodym space if for

fik

—^A

the mapping

f

is dif-

ferentiable in almost every point with respect to Lebesgue measure.This class of spaces has been studied by
S.D.Chatterjii

in the Banach space case

Theorem l;Let
Lipschitz mapping

f:R — A

(see pTJ )

be a weakly locally

from the euclidean space

real Radon Nikodym Prechet space

#

A. Then

R
f

n

into the

is differen-

tiable in almost every point with respect to Lebesgue mea
sure

on R

n

•
32
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Proof:We note that weakly locally Lipschitz is
ecuivalent with locally lipschitz (the neighbourhood

U
qfa

^n
may be choosen independently of

q) since

R

is locally

compact (that this holds in general is dubious).In the special case where
(see

A = R

this result is due to Rademacher

).We give a new proof which is much shorter and
n
s

easier then any known proof.For a fixed direction
it is easily shown using the Pubini theorem
is

hfiR

(note that

f

(locally) lipschitz on any line) that the directional

derivative
r (x,h)=^im

^ ( f U + J ) h)-f(x))

f

exist for almost every

sgR

with respect to Lebesgue

measure.
Let

£u e R

a subgroup

H

n

be a dense sequence such that
of

R

forms

.Prom the preceding remark it follows

that we may choose a Borel set

3CR

n

n

such that

R s S

is a zero set for the Lebesgue measure and such that
r^s,!^) exist for all

s€3

and all

i*ll .A trivial

estimation shows that in fact

r .(s,h)

exist for all

and

heR

n

f

and depends continuously on

schitz in h) for fixed
proof is to show that

h

(indeed is Lip

seS.The delicate point of the
r (s,h)
f

for almost every

linear in h .It is enough to show that for

s is

i,3

we

have
r (s,h.
f

for almost every

+ i l : J

s€R

sfcS

).

r f ( s

,

33

h i )

^

f ( S j h

.

) =

f

(

8

)

a

0
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ITote that
s 6R

n

. (s) is well defined for almost every

J

.To show that

(p. . (s)=0 for almost every

it is enough to show that for all
( $f
o&

C

n

n

l// )(s)= § fijCs-t) ^(t)dt =0
*n

±

for any

s €R

s£R

function y on R

with compact support.

We have
( $ f

^)(s) = $ ^ (s-t)^/(t)dt=

±

id

since the Lebesgue theorem of dominated convergence allows
us to shift the order of integration and going to the limit.
Now

f* (fj

is a

C

mapping from

R

into

A,hence we

have that the limit is zero.This finishes the proof of
theorem

1.

The next result may turn out to be the principal moti
vation for our definition of the Haar
Theorem 2: Let

f:A — B

zero sets.

be a

weakly locally

Lipschitz mapping from the real separable Prechet space into
the real Radon Hikodym Prechet space B.Then there exist a
Borel set

DCA

such that for all

such that (A \ D) is a Haar zero set and
xfeL

the directional derivative
1

r (x,a) = lim ^ (f(x+^a)-f(x))
f

exist for all
(for fixed

a €: A

and uniformly for a in compact sets

x 6D ).Moreover for fixed

fends continuously and linearly on
Schwartz space (in particular if A
is differentiable in the strong
point

x©D.
34

x*D

r (x,a) de

a g A .If A

f

is a

is nuclear) then

f

(Frechet) sense in every
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Proof:Let

A^C

• • • ^^ ^ • • • •

be an increa

n

sing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces whose union
is dense in A. For each
xgi

such that

linearly on

n

let

D CA
n

r^(x,a) exist for all

a€A

a tfA^ and depends

.It is easy to show that

n

measurable and an application of theorem
class of A

be the set of all

1

D

n

is Borel

on each side-

N

shows that ( A D ) is a Haar zero set (the

n

n

Lebesgue measure on A
n

is testing measure).We put

D.p=AD
i
n
n

and it is easily seen that

fulfills the conditions in

the theorem.With a modification of the above argument and
the proof of theorem
bability measure
for all

u

1

in \ $ \ we could obtain a pro

on A

which is a testing measure

(A\ D ) .
f

It is known that even for real valued Lipschitz functions
on separable Hilbert spaces one cannot obtain Frechet dif
ferentiability in at least one point (see p/J)#
The Frechet space
continuous seminorm

q

A

is a
on

A

Schwartz space if for every
there exist a continuous
T

seminorm

p > q, such that the canonical mapping from

into

is compact.This means that the unit ball

for the

p

q. .It

A

Q

seminorm

is compact in the topology induced by

is now easy to see that we can prove that the directional
derivative exist uniformly on a whole neighbourhood, but
this means that
fixed

f

is Frechet differentiable (for each

x^D ).

The problems we now intend to consider makes sense (sui
table modified) for Frechet 35spaces.But since even the Banach
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space case is not very well understood we shall now consi
der only Banach spaces.
Let

A

and

B

he

real Banach spaces and

f:A

a Lipschitz equivalence ( f is bijective and both

— B
f and

1

f"""" fulfills a lipschitz condition) .It is an open problem
whether or not the existence of such an

f

implies the

existence of a linear homeomorphism.Trying to apply the pre
ceding material one turns into the following
Problem: Does any Lipschitz equivalence between
separable Banach spaces preserve the Haar zero sets ?
If this has an affirmative answer then Lipschitz equi
valence implies existence of a linear topological equiva
lence at least for real separable Radon Nikodym Banach spa
ces.
Another problem which may be studied with the tools
developed above is a varionational problem.Let
a

norm closed subset

A. For
If

A

x^A

FCA

be

of the real separable Banach space

we want to find

y<±F

with ||x-y|J =g.n| ^IJx-zA^

is not reflexive we can choose a closed hyperplane F

such that no point

x c(A \ P) has a nearest point

follows from a well known theorem of James

(see

ytfF.This
).Thus

in order to obtain reasonable results we restrict to re
flexive Banach spaces.The natural approach is to consider
the Lipschitz function

f(x) = ^nJ£ [f|x-y/|^ and differen-

tiate.We shall state a few conjectures (considering only
separable Banach spaces).
36
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Conjectures :
I) The differential

r^(x,.) is for almost every

j

an element in the dual space
most every

x«F

that this is
II) JE£ A
exist

we have

A

x

of norm one and for al

r (x,.)=0 .JLt seems most likely
f

true also in the non reflexive case.

is reflexive then for almost every

y6F

with

most every

x€>^\F^

x€A

|)x-yj) =f (x) and, y
if A

x€A

there

is unique for al

is strictly convex .

We can prove the conjectures if F

is weakly compact.

It is known that the varionational problem has a solution
for at least a dense set of

if A

if

A

is uniformly

convex .
We shall now apply the preceding material to function
spaces.let
?CC(X)

(X,#)

be a compact metric space and let

be a point separating space of continuous real va

lued functions on

X.Suppose that

F

admit a separable

Frechet space topology $~ finer then the topology of "uni
form convergence (special case : F
Let

YCX

be a closed

subset .Define

- y ( s ) = ^ fe(y)J
It is easily shown that
Suppose

gg?

is uniformly closed).
f :F — > R

by

y

•

fy

is a Lipschitz function on F.

is a point of differentiability for

We see easily that

r~ (g,.)
Y

fy .

is a measure with mass

1

in

X

a point
for

y €Y
o

y^Y

with

such that
y^y

o

g(y )= ^
Q

g(y) and

geF

Q

9

Thus for each particular closed set
every

g(y) <g(y )

assumes its maximal value on Y
37

YcX

almost

in exactly one
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J e Y .In particular the set of

point

O

maximum in Y

g€F

is dense in F.A Borel set

thin (relative to

F

and

a unique maximum in Y

with unique

SCY

Y ) if the set of

assumed in a point

is called

ggF
s6 S

with
is a Haar

zero set in F. It should be interesting to have some in
vestigations of this

concept of thinness in some special

cases.
V/e shall now list without any specific ordering some
problems some of them already mentioned in the text.
Problem I) Let

A,BCG-

be universally measurable subsets

of the abelian Polish group
and

B

A

are not Haar zero sets .Is then F(A,B)^0 ?

^Problem II) Let
measurable
group

(G« + , & ) • Suppose that both

(i^l)

be a family

of universally

pairwise disjoint subsets of the abelian Polish

( G r , + ,0) which are not Haar zero sets.Is then I

at most countable ?
Problem III) Let

f:A — ^ B

be a bijective mapping between

the separable real Frechet spaces A
f
the

and

x

f"

are

and

B.Suppose both

(locally) Lipschitz.Does then

f preserve

Haar zero sets ?

This would be a very interesting result even for separable
reflexive Banach spaces.
Problem IV) Under some smothness assumptions on the Banach
space
f

A jit is known that every continuous convex function

on A

is Frechet differentiable
in a - dense
— .
-

—

(see (^J).poes the measure

-

GL
set
5 *• —

theoretic analogues of these

results hold ?
38
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